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Numerical study of multilayer adsorption on fractal surfaces
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We report a numerical study of van der Waals adsorption and capillary condensation effects on self-similar
fractal surfaces. An assembly of uncoupled spherical pores with a power-law distribution of radii is used to
model fractal surfaces with adjustable dimensions. We find that the commonly used fractal Frankel-Halsey-Hill
equation systematically fails to give the correct dimension due to crossover effects, consistent with the findings
of recent experiments. The effects of pore coupling and curvature dependent surface tension were also studied.
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The adsorption of inert molecules on self-similar frac
surfaces has been a subject of much interest and debat
more than a decade@1#. It is generally believed that the ad
sorption isotherm beyond the monolayer regime follows
scaling form known as the fractal Frankel-Halsey-Hill~FHH!
equation

N5N0@ ln~P0 /P!#2z, ~1!

whereN is the number of molecules adsorbed,P is the vapor
pressure above the fractal surface, andP0 is the saturation
vapor pressure at the temperature of interest. The prefa
N0 depends on system specific parameters such as the l
size of the surfaceL, the density of the filmr, etc. The
central issue has to do with how the exponentz depends on
the fractal dimensionD of the surface. Some authors ha
suggested that@2#

z5~32D !/3, ~2!

while others have argued that@3#

z532D. ~3!

The difference has to do with what one believes to be
correct length scalel for measuring the volume of the ad
sorbed film. If the van der Waals adsorption potential
dominant, the average film thicknesst on a planar surface is
expected to be given by

aa3/t35kBT ln~P0 /P!, ~4!

wherea3 represents the volume occupied by a liquid m
ecule anda is an interaction energy. If the surface tensiong
between the film and the vapor is dominant, the well kno
Kelvin equation sets a minimum radius of curvaturer for the
liquid-vapor interface, given by@4,5#

2ga3/r 5kBT ln~P0 /P!. ~5!

In both cases,kBT ln(P0 /P) represents the chemical potenti
difference (m02m) between the bulk liquid and vapo
phases at temperatureT. Since the volume of the wetting film
on self-similar surfaces is expected to scale asl 32D @6#, us-
ing eithert or r as the length scalel leads to the two differen
predictions for z above. However, Kardar and Indeke
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pointed out that self-affine surface roughness would yet l
to a different prediction and a correct theory should inclu
both the substrate potential and the surface tension@7#. To
address this issue, we recently reported a study of nitro
adsorption in shale with fractal pore surfaces@8#. D for each
sample was independently determined by small-angle n
tron scattering~SANS! @9#. We found that using Eqs.~1!–~3!
to analyze the adsorption data consistently gave lower va
for D and there were also noticeable systematic errors in
fits. In this paper, we report a computer simulation that
aimed at clarifying the applicability of the theory to re
experiments.

Before describing our numerical study, it is necessary
review the status of the experiments briefly. We note t
Eqs. ~1!–~3! have been widely used to analyze adsorpt
isotherm data for a long time without a great deal of succe
In many cases, Eq.~1! fitted the data over less than on
decade of length scales@2,10#. In some cases, using Eq.~2!
to interpret the exponent gave surface fractal dimensionD
,2, which is unphysical@11#. While there have been at
tempts to compare different methods of analyzing the i
therm data@12#, verification of the results using other tech
niques such as small-angle scattering were rare@13,14#. Thus
the applicability of Eq.~1! to real systems has remained u
clear. In Fig. 1, we replot the data from our earlier pap
~Paper I! @8# to illustrate the problem. The adsorbed amou
is expressed in terms of the ratio of the film volumeVad to
the total pore volumeVf ull . The length scale is expressed
terms of the Kelvin radiusr measured in units ofa ~0.4 nm
for N2 molecules! and it is calculated using Eq.~5! for a
range of pressureP relative to the saturation valueP0 for
liquid nitrogen at 65 K, the temperature of the experime
The fit was made over a two-decade range~0.4–50 nm! that
coincides with the SANS data. Figure 1~a! shows that using
a linear fit on log-log scales and interpreting the slop
(50.46) according to Eq.~3! give D52.54, a result that is
significantly less than the value 2.83 obtained by SANS. U
ing Eq. ~2! for the slope would give an unphysical value
1.62. The horizontal dotted line atVad /Vf ull'0.1 represents
the monolayer capacity as determined by the stand
Brunauer-Emmett-Teller analysis@5# and the vertical dotted
line at r /a'3 represents the onset of hystereses betw
adsorption and desorption~not shown!. The latter is a signa-
ture of capillary condensation in small pores due to surf
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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tension@15#. There is clearly a shoulder above the fitted lin
near this point where the adsorbed volume is still less t
two monolayers. At higher pressure, or longer length sca
where capillary condensation is expected to be more do
nant, the data show a slight upward curvature. Figure 1~b!
shows that fitting only the data above the shoulder to Eq.~1!
with an additive background givesD52.37, if Eq. ~3! is
used, which makes the disagreement with SANS worse.
same systematic deviations were seen in all three sam
with different fractal dimensions@8#. We suggested in pape
I that the most likely explanation was that Eqs.~1!–~3! rep-
resent asymptotic behavior that might not be observabl
real systems. The crossover between van der Waals ad
tion and capillary condensation would prevent such a sim
analysis. The purpose of the present work is to test this
pothesis by carrying out a computer simulation using
simple model with a known fractal dimension.

The model we used to represent a fractal surface is
assembly of independent spherical pores with a power-
distribution in the radiiR. If the number density follows
g(R)}R2(D11), then the surface area measured on a len
scalel is Sl}* lR

2g(R)dR } l 22D, as expected of a fracta
surface. HenceD can be easily adjusted without any comp
cation in the calculation. For each pore radiusR, how the
film thicknesst grows with increasing pressureP up to the
point of capillary condensation can be calculated numeric
by combining Eqs.~4! and ~5! to account for both the sub
strate potential and the surface tension. The resulting e
tion in dimensionless form is

ln~P0 /P!5
m02m

kBT
5BF a3R3

t3~2R2t !3
1

Ca

R2tG , ~6!

FIG. 1. Nitrogen adsorption isotherm of a shale sample w
fractal pore surface. The fractal dimensionD obtained by SANS is
2.83 but analyses using Eqs.~1! and~3! give much lower values.~a!
A linear fit on a log-log scale over two decades of length sca
gives D52.54. ~b! A power-law fit of the data in the capillary
condensation regime givesD52.37.
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where B58a/kBT and C5ga2/4a. The first term on the
right comes from the van der Waals potential inside a sph
cal pore of radiusR at a normal distancet from the surface
and B is a measure of the adsorption energy relative to
thermal energy. The second term is due to the surface ten
of a meniscus of radiusR2t and C is a measure of the
relative strength of surface tension to the substrate poten
In real systems,B andC should be of order unity or greate
when adsorption and capillary condensation occur.

The solution of Eq.~6! can be best understood using th
graphical approach of Cohenet al. @16#. Figure 2 is a plot of
the equation withB5C51 and R/a510. The solid line
shows how the right-hand side of Eq.~6! varies with the film
thicknesst/a. The contributions from the two separate term
are indicated by the dashed lines. We note that while the
der Waals term falls off with increasingt, the surface tension
term rises witht. Hence their sum has a minimum at th
point (tc ,Pc). For any nonzero pressureP, a horizontal~dot-
ted! line can be drawn through the point ln(P0 /P) on the
vertical axis. For low pressures, the line intersects the s
curve at two points that are the solutions of Eq.~6!, but the
physical film thickness is given only by the smaller of th
two t values. With increasing pressure, the horizontal line
shifted downward andt increases. At the critical pressur
Pc , the line is tangent to the solid curve and it gives t
maximum film thicknesstc , which is the threshold of con
densation. At pressure abovePc , Eq. ~6! has no real roots
for t, i.e., the pore is filled. We can see from Fig. 2 and E
~6! that increasingB would shift both of the dashed line
upward, thereby loweringPc without affectingtc . Increas-
ing C would shift only the dashed line on the right, there
lowering bothPc andtc . In our study, we varied bothB and
C over the range 0.1–10. Each choice of (B,C) gives a
different isotherm. We chose three differentD values (2.5,
2.7, and 2.85) to roughly match our earlier experiment@8#.

To simulate an adsorption isotherm, we discretized
distribution functiong(R) with 200 values ofR spaced uni-
formly on a logarithmic scale over three decades: 2<R/a

h

s

FIG. 2. A graphical representation of the solution of Eq.~6!.
The two dashed lines represent the two terms on the right-hand
of the equation and the solid curve is their sum. The minimum
(tc ,Pc) corresponds to the threshold of capillary condensation i
pore of radiusR for the given parametersB and C. See text for
details.
1-2
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< 2000. For eachR, Eq. ~6! can be solved to find the con
densation pressurePc . In practice, we found for each pres
sureP the critical radiusRc . All the pores withR,Rc are
filled, and for those withR. Rc , the film thicknesst was
calculated. The total adsorbed amount was obtained by s
ming the contributions over the power-law distributio
g(R). Fifty pressure steps were used to obtain the en
isotherm and the pressure range was chosen such tha
Kelvin radius r in Eq. ~5! spanned four decades (0.1a to
1000a), much wider than any real experiment. In Fig. 3~a!,
the open circles depict the simulated isotherm withB5C
51 for a sample withD52.85, a value that matches close
to the real sample in Fig. 1. The simulation data exhibi
shoulder just abover /a'1 in a manner similar to the rea
data in Fig. 1, but here we can see explicitly that it w
caused by the onset of capillary condensation in the sma
pore: above this threshold, the increase of pressure~or r )
causes a rapid rise in the condensed volume~solid triangles!
and a corresponding decrease of the film volume~crosses!.
That the adsorption is separated into these two compon
explains why using either Eq.~2! or Eq.~3! alone to interpret
the data over the entire range would result in systematic
rors. At best, one should expect Eq.~2! to apply below the

FIG. 3. Simulated isotherms for a sample withD52.85 andB
5C51. ~a! The onset of capillary condensation causes the app
ance of a shoulder nearr /a51. ~b! The variation in the local slope
of the isotherm is due to the crossover from the van der Wa
effects~Region I! to surface tension effects~Region III!. The slope
in the two limits should be given by Eqs.~2! and~3!, respectively.
Most experiments fall in between~Region II!. The correct fractal
dimension is not observed in any of the three regions in this
ample.~c! By letting the constantC beR dependent and pores wit
radiusR.Rc to condense with a probabilityK(Rc /R)q, the shoul-
der in the isotherm is accentuated.
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condensation threshold and Eq.~3! above it.
Figure 3~b! shows how the local slope of the simulate

isotherm varies in a log-log plot. In the limit of smallr
~Region I! where there is no condensation, the slope
0.35'1/3 corresponds toD'2 according to Eq.~2!. This
proved to be a robust result for all the cases we examine
implies that the film thicknesst given by Eq.~4! is not a
length scale that could be used to probe fractal features,
causet can be used only when the system is free of capill
condensation, but that guarantees it to be below the lo
cutoff of the fractal features~the smallest pore size! in our
model. As a result, the only possibility is to use the Kelv
radiusr and analyze the data in the limit of larger, because
the volume of the adsorbed film is a smaller percentage
the pore volume in the larger pores. In our simulation,
found that this approach works only for cases with lar
values ofC and only near the upper limit of the range ofr we
used. In other cases, we still found fractal dimensions cle
below the true value. For example, the data in Fig. 3~b! fit a
slope of 0.25 in the larger limit ~Region III!. It corresponds
to D52.75 according to Eq.~3!, which is appreciably less
than the input value of 2.85 used for the simulation. In t
middle region~Region II! wherer is comparable to the rea
data in Fig. 1, the slope is higher (0.36) and it results in
even lower observed dimension (D52.64). This trend of
disagreement is consistent with what we found between
SANS and adsorption experiments@8#. Similar behavior was
observed in our simulated samples withD52.7 and D
52.5. There is always an anomaly at the onset of capill
condensation, albeit the appearance varies somewhat.
reason is that the slope in Region I is always close to
while that in Region III varies withD. So how the data join
together in the middle is not universal. For theD52.5 case,
the slope in Region III tends to 0.5, which is much high
than that in Region I. Hence the shoulder structure is mas
by the intrinsic increase of the slope from 1/3 to 1/2, maki
the anomaly appear more like a kink. ForD52.7, although
the slope in Region III tends to 0.3, a value nearly identi
to that in Region I, the shoulder appearance remains p
nounced.

Our model was extended in a phenomenological way
include some effects that occur in real systems. For exam
the density of a liquid film is typically higher near the su
strate and liquid/vapor surface tension is expected to
stronger for concave surfaces with small radius of curvatu
Both of these effects would increase the second term
Eq. ~6! relative to the first term. We investigated the
effects qualitatively by lettingC be a functionC(R)5C1
1C2exp(2R/l). From the data shown in Ref.@5#, we esti-
mated thatl'5.4a. In addition, for any real fractal surface
features of different sizes are not completely independ
Condensation in small pores can trigger the same to occu
neighboring large pores. We modeled such pore coup
effects by letting pores with radiusR.Rc to condense with
a probabilityK(Rc /R)q, i.e., less likely for larger pores. Fig
ure 3~c! shows that withC15C251, K50.3, andq54, the
isotherm in Fig. 3~b! acquires a more pronounced should
The curvature in Region II also changes from concave do
ward to concave upward. A power-law fit gives a slight
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lower dimension (D52.60). These results are in qualitativ
agreement with the real data in Fig. 1. They can be explai
by the fact that the increased surface tension makes con
sation in small pores to occur at a lower pressure and p
coupling makes some of the larger pores to follow. The
result is to enhance the anomaly at the onset of capil
condensation.

Despite the fact that our model is far from being realist
it clarifies a long-standing ambiguity associated with the
terpretation of adsorption isotherm on fractal surfaces.
varying the parametersB, C, andD, we are able to clearly
identify the crossover between substrate driven adsorp
and surface tension driven condensation. This crossover
vents one from using the FHH equation to obtain the corr
fractal dimension under common experimental conditio
However, we should emphasize that the clean separatio
the two mechanisms is a direct consequence of our choic
using uncoupled spherical pores in the model. For other p
shapes@15#, any kind of sharp corners and creases of
surface would prevent one from describing adsorption
s
,

tt.

.

-
.
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condensation by two distinct length scalest and r. If the
pores were modeled as a connected spatial network,
would be unable to describe the phenomena in terms of
behavior in single pores. Theunrealisticnature of the model
is actually an advantage and not a shortcoming, for it ena
us to understand the phenomena in simple conceptual te
Despite the simplifications, that the resulting isotherms
semble the real data lends confidence to this understand
Since fractal interpretations of experimental data have c
tinued to be controversial in recent years@17# and the FHH
equation has continued to be used to extract fractal dim
sion @10,11#, we hope that the results presented here w
serve as a useful reference point to add some clarity to
situation.
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